The paper deals with the analysis of market sentiments in exchange rates which are of great interest to trading individuals and institutional investors. For example, an institutional investor or a trading individual makes better investments and minimizes losses when equipped with an understanding of market sentiments in weekly or monthly exchange returns. In the approach suggested here, a typical market sentiment is defined on the basis of the certain function of the mean and the standard error of the logarithm of the ratio of successive daily exchange rates. Based on this surmise, the market sentiments are classified into various states, whereby states are defined according to the perceptions of the market player. A multinomial probability model is built to capture the uncertainties in market sentiments. Two asymptotically distribution-free tests, namely the chi-square and the likelihood ratio test of goodness of fit for the hypothesis of the symmetry in market sentiments are suggested. Two different measures of market sentiments are proposed. The approach advocated here will be of interest to researchers, exchange rate traders and financial analysts. As an application of the proposed line of approach, we analyze weekly market sentiments that govern exchange rates of the major global currencies-EUR, GBP, SDR, YEN, ZAR, USD, data from 2001-2012. Some interesting conclusions are revealed based on the data analysis.
Introduction
The prevailing economic and political environment in the world has an impact on the international currency exchange rates. This gives a trader a strong and reliable tool to rate currencies combined with the analysis of data and charts. This helps the trader to make better investments and minimize losses. This paper essentially deals with a new method of defining and consequently analyzing market sentiments that govern exchange rates in particular and security prices and tradable options in general.
Most of the financial data analyses are focused on the prediction of the future prices of security and as such are model-based strategies. These are mainly geared to the needs of well-informed market players that include individual investors, financial institutions and mutual fund managers. It is widely believed that, security prices exhibit considerable variations from time to time and these variations can be objectively captured more or less by well-defined market volatility phenomena. The concept of volatility is imperative in the analysis of financial time series data. Broadly speaking, it is the unpredictable change of a variable over time. In the context of finance and economics, the volatility refers to the unstable states of economic and financial variables. These variables include stock prices, exchange rates, inflation rates, volume of trade, currency returns, etc. Generally
Market Sentiment Approach
In this paper we advocate a new approach based on the market sentiments to analyse financial data rather than the traditional approach based on volatility measures. Market sentiment is the general prevailing attitude of investors to the anticipated price development in a market. This attitude is the accumulation of a variety of fundamental and technical factors, including price history, economic reports, seasonal factors, and national and world events. For example, if investors expect upward price movement in the stock market, the sentiment is said to be bullish. On the contrary, if the market sentiment is bearish, most investors expect downward price movement. Thus market sentiments may be construed as the manifestation of intense volatility into perceptible categories.
For the sake of clarity, we outline a few distinctions between volatility phenomenon and market sentiment. First of all, volatility is a continuous variable, while the market sentiment is invariably a categorical variable. Volatility is measured in terms of statistical concept of dispersion, while market sentiment is defined on the basis of a classification criterion. Volatility is the result of accumulation of a variety of fundamental and technical factors, including price history, economic reports, seasonal factors, and national, regional and global events. In general, the impact of volatility is perceived to be long term. On the other hand, market sentiments are even caused by extraneous and innocuous factors such as local geo-political events, quarterly company results, mergers and acquisitions, besides the factors that cause volatility. It is generally seen that impact of market sentiments are short term in nature and usually seen over weekly, monthly or quarterly data.
Forecasting market sentiments in financial data such as stock indices, volume of trade and currency returns is a formidable area of research in financial economics. There are innumerable causes, as mentioned earlier, that propel market sentiments in a financial data. To the best of our knowledge, no attempt seems to have been made to define market sentiments in precise quantitative terms and analyze those using statistical principles. The main contribution of this paper is therefore, to suggest an approach for modelling and related analysis of market sentiments.
Market sentiment is monitored with a variety of technical and statistical methods such as the number of advancing versus declining stocks and new highs versus new lows comparisons. A large share of overall movement of an individual stock has been attributed to market sentiment.
A simple market sentiment analysis that deals with daily trading series is the one based on the "pivotal theory". In this analysis, current day's market sentiment is arrived based on the pivot point which is simply defined as the average of high, low and closing prices. In a seven point system, the three sentiments above the pivot point sentiment are classified as "resistance 3" (= high + 2 (pivot-low)), "resistance 2" (= pivot + (high-low)) and "resistance 1" (= 2 pivot-low)). Similarly, the three sentiments below the pivot point sentiments are "support 1" (= 2 pivot-high)), "support 2" (= pivot-(high-low)) and "support 3" (= low-2 (high-pivot)). Similarly, in a five point pivot system one uses the previous day's high, low and close, along with two support levels and two resistance levels to derive a pivot point. The internet portals of financial service providers and newspapers, world over, carry such investor friendly market sentiments for the prospective traders dealing with exchange rates, stocks and shares. Such market sentiments technical indicators are widely available on a day-to-day basis. While an indicator of market sentiments on a day-to-day basis has its own advantages and limitations, there seems to be very little work done on extending these ideas to capture market sentiments based on weekly and monthly data. The need for studying market sentiments based on the weekly and monthly data are many fold. For example, weekly and monthly sentiments are more stable and provide decisive clues as how the market is responding to the economic variables of interest. Further, they also indicate when to trade and what securities to trade with.
Preliminaries
Suppose that we are interested in the price of some security; such as exchange rate, stock price; interest rate, as it evolves over time. Let the present time be 0, and let ( ) rσ . The properties, scope and suitability of these two models have been well discussed by many researchers and are well documented in standard reference books; see for example [15] . In the study proposed here our focus will be on the geometric Brownian motion model and accordingly we deal with the random variable
The present study focuses on the exchange rates of six currencies against the currency of Botswana Pula (BWP). The exchange rates data were drawn from the Bank of Botswana's Botswana Financial Statistics database. The six currencies considered in the analysis are Euro (EUR), British Pound (GBP), Special Drawing Rights (SDR), Japanese Yen (YEN), South African Rand (ZAR) and US Dollar (USD). All the exchange rates have been quoted in terms of Botswana Pula. The time series data refers to the working day exchange rates of the six stated currencies for 12 years starting from 2001 and ending with 2012. The data considered for the analysis here refer to the logarithm of the ratio of the day's exchange rate ( ), t X with the previous day's exchange rate
Then it is well known that { } t X follows the geometric Brownian motion.
In Section 2, market sentiments are defined on the basis of certain classification rules that depend on the mean and standard deviation of t Y . Three classification rules which reflect market sentiments are proposed. Section 3, lists the assumptions and the derivation of the associated multinomial model that appropriately describes different market sentiments. In particular, seven state and five state symmetric market sentiment models are constructed. The computation of such joint probabilities is a reliable guide to the investor. In Section 4, two non-parametric tests for testing the goodness of fit of symmetric market sentiment model are carried out. Section K. S. MADHAVA RAO, A. RAMACHANDRAN
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5 proposes two measures of drift in market sentiments for the multinomial model. In Section 6, certain rules to measure the significance of market sentiment states are formulated. It is followed by the application of the proposed methodology to analyse weekly market sentiments in exchange rates of six global currencies in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.
Market Sentiment Constructs
Consider a financial market where the time series data related to exchange rates of major global currencies is available on a day to day basis. We shall propose a classification rule for defining market sentiments for the weekly means of t Y 's. The notation used in the paper is as follows: " N "-total number of days in a study period, " t "-refers to the day, " W "-total number of weeks in a study period, " w "-refers to the week, t X , 1, 2, , t N =  -the exchange rate at time " t ", " w n "-denotes the number of business days in a week. Here, w n varies between 1 and 5 in a typical FOREX market. 
and the variance of S : The decline sentiment. In this state the exchange rate witnesses a moderate fall, setting off the panic button to traders. Again, the trader's confidence is jolted. In the classification rule (3), the multipliers ±3 and ±2 of w w s n are analogous to "action and warning limits" commonly used in statistical process control [16] . In the context of the present study; they indicate the magnitude and direction in which one state is distinguished from another. The class of states
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suggested here is commonly perceived in an active FOREX market economy. In a less speculative or infrequently traded FOREX market economy, some states can be merged as follows: , , , , .
S S S S S S * =
Alternative Rules of Classification
The states can be redefined on the basis of quartiles, if the market sentiments appear to be equally spread over The sentiments expressed by the four states may be referred to as follows:
S : "zestful bullishness". Alternatively, the states can be redefined on the basis of deciles, for example, if it is perceived that the middle 40% of the distribution of log ratio of exchange rates equally correspond to four core market sentiments. In this case, the multipliers of 
The classification rule for these six states then would be as follows:
For a week ( )
, the weekly sentiment of exchange rate is said to belong to In the classification rule (5), the six market sentiments states may be suitably named depending on sellers' perceptions.
A Probability Model for Market Sentiments
From the classical probability viewpoint, different states of market sentiments quite naturally lend themselves to be modelled into a suitable probability model. Thus, occurrences of wide swings, for example, in daily, weekly or monthly exchange rates can be viewed as states of market sentiments and therefore can be analyzed in terms of probability model based approach. The multinomial model that describes different market sentiment states is possibly a natural model that suits best under the circumstance and is based on the following assumptions.
A.1: The exchange rates are available for all working days of the FOREX market.
A.2:
The exchange rates are subject to random shocks due to the market environment.
A.3:
The wide swings in weekly exchange rates readily translate into market sentiments.
A.4:
The market sentiment states are symmetric. A.5: The exchange rates are analyzed from the perspective of a seller.
Given the time series data { } , 1, ,
and the classification rule, the weekly exchange rates w Y can be assigned to k suitably defined mutually exclusive and exhaustive states, 1 2 , , , k S S S  . Also, let the probability that a typical weekly average 1 w Y + belongs to the state j for 1, 2, ,
denote the number of occurrences of the state j S in an independent sequence of the phenomena observed for W weeks. Then the vector ( ) [17] with the joint probability mass function (p.m.f.) given by ( )
In general, the parameters j θ 's in the model given by (6) are unknown and can be estimated by their empirical estimates ˆ, 1, 2, , .
Under the assumption of multinomial probability model, it can be shown that ˆj θ 's are in fact the unrestricted maximum likelihood estimators of , 1, 2, ,
A Symmetric Seven States Market Sentiment Model
Classifying each week's exchange rates based on the rule (3) defined earlier; the required multinomial distribution model for the market sentiment is given by, ( )
for all 7 1 0 ,
It can be shown that the restricted maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters in the model given by (8) are given by
A Symmetric Five States Market Sentiment Model
For the class of states { }   1  2  3  6  7 , , , , S S S S S S * * = described earlier, it can be shown that the corresponding multinomial model is given by ( )
Further, the restricted maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters in the model (10) are given by
For the monthly exchange rates data, a multinomial model can be constructed using the same technique. The average and standard deviations of m Y 's will be computed based on the monthly data using an analogous clas-K. S. MADHAVA RAO, A. RAMACHANDRAN , " M " is the total number of months in the given exchange rate time series.
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To construct multinomial probability models for the other classification rules, the same technique can be utilized. For example, for the rule (4), 4 k = and for the rule (5), 6 k = . Upon modelling the market sentiment states of exchange rates for the given time series data, joint probability of occurrence of a specific sequence of market sentiment states in the forthcoming weeks can be computed. The computation of such joint probabilities guides an investor to foray into forecasts based on weekly or monthly data. The trader has a clear direction with regard to FOREX operations i.e. to enter the market or make an exit.
Tests for Symmetric Market Sentiment Model
In an equilibrium market, the locus of exchange rates is around the mean of exchange rates. Intermittent variations around the mean in the daily or weekly or monthly exchange rates are suggestive of non-symmetric drifts in market sentiments. A dense central part of the distribution of means would mean less non-symmetric drifts in market sentiments. Whereas a skewed exchange rate means cluster in the tail areas of the distribution of means would reflect a high degree of un-symmetric drifts in market sentiments. The hypothesis of absence of symmetric drift is characterized by the model given by (8) H can be carried out in terms of Pearson's chi-square test of goodness of fit. This test considers the magnitude of discrepancy between the observed and the expected frequency of weekly market sentiments. It is well known that the test requires the expected cell frequencies to be at least five. However, under the assumption of normality, tail probabilities in the first two and the last two market sentiment intervals defined by the classification rule (3) being very small, will likely to result in expected frequencies being less than five. This would necessitate merging of classes, and therefore may fail to truly discriminate between the null and alternative hypotheses being tested. Therefore, we resort to test [18] . It can be shown that if the weekly/monthly exchange rates do not exhibit any form of non-symmetric drift, then the model given by (6) with 7 k = , should reduce to the model given by (8) where 1 2 3 , , 
The decision rule is to reject 
Measures of Drift in Market Sentiments
A measure of drift in market sentiments is a pointer to variations in the states of market sentiments of exchange rate regimes either over the time scales or the currency portfolios. Based on the discussions in the previous Section, we propose two indicators of market sentiments for the multinomial model given by (8) . The first measure utilizes the idea advocated by the classical chi-square measure of discrepancy between the observed and the expected counts. It is given by ( ) ( )
The second measure is based on the likelihood ratio principle. The likelihood function is a sufficient summary of sample information, and the likelihood principle [18] says that inferences should be based on likelihood functions. When there are competing models, say 
It is easy to see that T The measure given by (17) can be similarly used to make comparisons across either two or more periods of time or two or more currency portfolios.
A variant of the measure (16) can be used to ascertain the direction of market sentiments especially when the hypothesis of symmetric market sentiments is rejected. For example, one may use the measure 
Significance of Market Sentiment States
We may remark that complying with a non-informative classification rule; each classified state will have an equal probability. Following this view point, certain rules to measure the significance of market sentiment states may be formulated. To start with, some rules can be devised using suitable factor of k .We propose the following definitions that specify the criteria of assessing the significance of one or a set of market sentiment states. It is assumed that each market sentiment state has a positive probability based on a certain classification rule.
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Definition 1: Let there be " k " ( ) 1 2 , , , k S S S  . Then based on the empirical evidence ˆi θ , a state , 1, 2, , 1 2 , , , k S S S  . Let T be the class of all states of a specific type given by Definition (1).
Then a set of similar states 1 , 1, 2, , 2 ,
The definition of persistency of a single state or collection of states aids the profit earning motive of a prospective seller of FOREX. A trader decides, based on these criteria, to regulate his funds by investing among different portfolios which are expected to yield good returns in a short as well as a long period of time. As a rule of thumb, a strongly persistent state may indicate that a market is upbeat or down beat, while a moderately persistent state may mean an investment -return friendly. However, a weekly persistent state may be considered to be an unfriendly environment. To put it differently, strongly persistent states, moderately persistent states and weakly persistent states are those sentiment states which are more often, often and less often frequented in that order.
Applications to Major Global Currencies' Market Sentiments
The daily FOREX data were drawn from the Bank of Botswana's Botswana Financial Statistics database Next, we classify movements in weekly exchange rate log return means into seven market sentiment states 1 2 7 , , , S S S  using the classification rule (3) outlined in Section 2. The basic data considered is the weekly means of log returns of the six currencies for the years 2001 to 2012. The Excel software based computations that lead to the market sentiment states are omitted and can be obtained from the first author. Table 2 shows weekly FOREX sentiments of the six currencies for years [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] . Figure 2 shows weekly FOREX sentiments of the six currencies for years [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] . Each bar in a year refers to the market sentiments 1 S to 7 S in that order. The height of bars refers to weekly frequency of market sentiments in each year. From the Figure 2 it is seen that all the six currencies show different levels of drifts in market sentiments over the years. However, it is difficult to ascertain the symmetry of market sentiments in each of the years for the six currencies considered.
An objective analysis of market sentiments in terms of mere diagnostic tool seem to be quite challenging; thus making a strong case for alternative methods of analysis proposed in this paper. Towards this, we take recourse to the methods outlined in Sections 5 and 6. For example, the Pearson's chi square and likelihood ratio test sta- (15) and (16) . The computed test statistics values which are significant at 5% level of significance are highlighted in bold font. It is seen that the drift in market sentiments across the major currencies over the years reveal different pictures. Based on the significant values reported in Table 3 currency exhibited symmetric market sentiments during all the years of regime 1. It is worthwhile to recognize that most of the years in regime 1 consisted of post global economic downturn periods triggered during the mid- four currencies showed significant speculative trends in market sentiments of which, GBP, SDR and USD currencies were common. In general, across the entire study period 2001-2012, non-symmetric market sentiments were witnessed during six years for the currency EUR, and five years for the currency GBP, while it was least in the case of the currency YEN. The currencies SDR, ZAR and USD witnessed equal number of years of nonsymmetric sentiments, if not necessarily in the same years. It may be concluded that that no single economic event can be attributed for the significance drift in market sentiments; but it appears to be a combination of a multitude of factors including geo-political, social and global and regional events. Table 4 provides the measure ( ) X f given by equation (18) for ascertaining the direction of market sentiments whenever they are statistically significant. The absence of an entry indicates that corresponding to the pair of currency and year, market sentiments follow symmetric multinomial model discussed earlier. It is interesting to note that in both regimes, market sentiments showed a tendency of buoyancy since ( ) 0.
X f >
In other words, across the currencies and years as indicated in Table 4 , smiling sentiment were witnessed in the FOREX trading. Table 5 provides the maximum likelihood estimates of probabilities of weekly market sentiments across the six currencies and for the years 2001-2012, using the formula (7) discussed in Section (3). Using these probabilities one can write down the fitted multinomial probability model for each of the currencies over the years 2001-2012, using the Equation (6) of Section3. As an illustration, for the currency EUR and the year 2001, the multinomial model with seven market sentiment states is given by ( ) and so on. The significance of these probability estimates in Table 5 can be discussed in terms of criteria developed in Section 6 earlier. We observe that, since 7, k = we have ( ) for many states. This implies that the chance that market sentiment remains in a typical state is at least equal to 0.024, in other words market sentiment states tend to move over the different states with a frequency of at least one week to 7 weeks out of 52 trading weeks in a year in the long run.
2) The calm sentiment ( ) 4 
S
and the incline sentiment ( ) 5 
seem to be the moderately persistent across the six currencies and the years considered with a very few exceptions in some of the currencies and the years. The implication of this statement is that in a 52-week trading year, a weekly trading seller seems to have gained in at least 7 trading weeks. All the probability estimates of moderately persistent states are indicated in the bold font in Table 5 . , , T S S S = is the class of moderately persistent states. Thus for the
0.327
0.673
Thus following Definition (2), it is seen that the cluster of states 1 T is weakly persistent while the cluster of states 1 T is strongly persistent. One may proceed to identify the clusters of similar market sentiment states for other currencies and the different years. The details are omitted.
The approach of analyzing exchange rate time series data can be extended to study monthly or quarterly market sentiments. In the latter case, we make appropriate modification by using the monthly means and standard deviations as given by Equations (11) and (12) in the classification rule (3). The findings of the analysis of the monthly market sentiments for the six currencies and for the years 2001 to 2012 are not reported in this paper but an interested reader can access these findings from the first author. to time with FOREX being a commodity. Besides other factors, government policies have a compelling influence on the fundamental FOREX market analysis. Evaluating the international currency exchange rates helps the trader develop a well-informed and strong trading strategy. Perception of volatility in exchange rates is a strong tool in this evaluation. Volatility is observed in daily, weekly, monthly or yearly archives of exchange rates. Any investment decision based on the daily movement of exchange rates is highly speculative. But decisions based on the analysis of weekly, monthly or quarterly movements may seem less speculative since this forms a pattern which is evident. But its understanding is not easy for a trader. To circumvent this, we advocate the analysis of exchange rates based on the concept of market sentiments; which is very user-friendly and easily understood by a trader. The focus of the study in this paper, therefore, has been to analyse weekly and monthly exchange rates and to have a better understanding of the movement in exchange rates in terms of market sentiments. In this paper, a method is proposed whereby, volatility in exchange rates is translated into market sentiments based on simple data driven classification rules. A suitable probability model is proposed for the outcomes of the classification rules. The classification rules demarcate the fluctuations visible in any financial data. The sentiment states define these appropriately and a multinomial probability model has been proposed to capture the uncertainties in the movement of market sentiments. Two nonparametric tests are proposed to test the hypothesis of symmetric market sentiments. Two indices are suggested to measure the drift in market sentiments. A signed measure which indicates the smiling or frowning state of sentiment is proposed when the market sentiment model is asymmetric. Some criteria which ascertain the significance of individual market sentiments or a cluster of similar sentiments are given. The methodology developed in this paper has been applied to weekly exchange rates of Botswana Pula against six currencies. The summary findings of the analysis are as follows:
Discussion and Conclusions
1) The weekly and monthly exchange rate market sentiments more or less appear to fall into two regimes of symmetric and asymmetric sentiments.
2) All the six currencies exhibited smiling sentiments given the scenario of asymmetric market sentiments.
3) All the currencies have clusters of sentiment states which are strongly persistent indicating that exchange rate trading across the currencies and the years are buoyant.
4) The computations involved in the proposed technique can be done easily in MS Excel or any other compatible software unlike as in the case of sophisticated volatility estimation procedures, such as GARCH, which require econometrics software. The latter limits its application from the point of view of a street trader.
The market sentiment analysis techniques advocated here is not limited to exchange rates alone but could be used to analyze any financial and economic time series data such as stock and share prices, interest rates of bonds and securities and so on. It would be interesting to apply these techniques to NYSE, NASDAQ, TSE, LSE, etc. to understand the market sentiments in these global stock exchanges and render meaningful comparisons. For example, a political economist would be interested to compare the market sentiment of a country's premier stock exchange that prevailed during two governments formed by opposite political parties. Besides analyzing market sentiments on a micro scale such as weekly or monthly, one may also adopt the same technique to a macro scale analysis, for example, yearly market sentiments given a large time series data.
